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OTS: Nabih al-Wahsh

COLIN

After stating that women who wear

ripped jeans should be raped as

punishment, Egyptian lawyer Nabih

al-Wahsh has been sentenced to

three years in prison. That sucks.

OTS: Brock Turner

COLIN

But hey, Brock Turner’s already out

of jail, so his lawyer could

probably help out!

OTS: Orchid

MICHAEL

A rare orchid from the Ogasawaras

island chain south of Tokyo, that

was thought to be extinct, is

blooming again after 80 years.

The orchid thought it was dodging a

bullet by sleeping during WWII and

all the other bad stuff.

OTS: Trump

MICHAEL

But then it woke up again and was

like "MAAAAAN!"

OTS: Fossilized eggs

COLIN

Paleontologists discover the

mother-lode: two-hundred-fifteen

(MORE)
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COLIN (CONT’D)

miraculously well-perserved

pterosaur eggs. "They’re onto

us..." said the dinosaurs in

witness protection.

OTS: Dinosaur with disguise

OTS: EU vs Turkey

MICHAEL

Amid strained ties, the European

Union has reduced Turkey’s

pre-accession funds in the 2018

budget.

OTS: Turkey (animal)

MICHAEL

And just in time for thanksgiving!

OTS: Vaccine needle

COLIN

A vaccine for HIV is about to be

tested in thousands of people.

Scientists say the first dose

primes the immune system while the

second dose boosts the body’s

response. And the third dose, you

ask? Just a lil bit of Magic.

(wink)

OTS: Magic Johnson

OTS: Mariana Trench

MICHAEL

Scientists have now found that

plastic is polluting marine life

found 36,000 ft below the earth’s

surface. Researchers have even

discovered plastic in the deepest

part of the ocean, the Mariana

Trench. There are species that

haven’t even been discovered yet in

the Mariana Trench, but somehow our

PLASTIC is down there polluting

those species???? Nah. Do better.

OTS: Suite interior
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COLIN

Emirates Airline has announced the

new specifics of their private

suites, which now include virtual

windows and a "zero-gravity" seat.

Or, for the frugal among us, just

buy a private jet.

OTS: Jet interior

OTS: Automated Weapon

MICHAEL

The United Nations is considering a

possible ban on "killer robots."

CONSIDERING?

END.


